April 25, 2020

S&G Labs Hawaii has answered the call to fight against COVID-19. Bringing our considerable
experience, education, and innovation to bear down on the COVID-19 pandemic, S&G Labs has
shifted massive amounts of resources and manpower to accomplish this swiftly. Through tireless
weeks of work by the entire S&G Labs team, we are extremely relieved, grateful, and passionate
to announce that S&G Labs is engaged in ending the Coronavirus in our community.
S&G Labs collection kits are unique and innovative. They are created in-house allowing us to keep
up with demand. The S&G Labs collection kit inactivates the virus in the vial after collection. Other
collection kits allow the virus to stay active adding risk to already at-risk health and laboratory
workers. S&G Labs collection kits allow us to test for the virus without it threatening the safety of
essential employees. This adds much-needed protection to all health workers involved in the
testing process. S&G Labs is also set up to produce and report rapid results in our lab.
With limited fully equipped labs in Hawaii capable of testing for COVID-19, the high demand
has caused massive amounts of over-flow tests to be sent to Mainland labs. This increased turnaround time, in turn, forces patients who are not considered “urgent” to wait critical days in the
dark.
As S&G Labs begins to bring this essential technology to not just Oahu, but Maui, Kauai and the Big
Island as well, we bring real-time results without shipping or other delays. Instead, we offer results
for COVID-19 in one to two-day turnaround time once received in the lab! S&G Lab’s on the
ground team and fully equipped lab make us the perfect fit and leading champion to assist
in winning the war over COVID-19 in our Hawaiian Islands.
As a physician, my calling is to help bring wellness to our community. With our FDA approval to
test for COVID-19, I, along with my entire S&G Labs team look forward to slowing the Coronavirus
in our community and quickly ending it altogether.
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